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The Background – How would Goethe have experimented today? 
 

A great deal has been written over the years following the dispute between Goethe and 
Newton on the origin of colour. Perusing the literature one sees that this dispute has 
continued right up until the present.  Goethe’s Theory of Colour has made undisputed 
multifold contributions to our current ideas on colour, on perception, on the ordering 
of colour spaces as well as to a more artistic relationship to colour. From a physical 
viewpoint the case of Goethe versus Newton is generally considered to be solved in 
favour of Newton. Goethe’s experiments on colour have won but a place in museums 
depicting Goethe, on the shelves of Goethe enthusiasts or in childrens’ experimental 
kits. However, against the backdrop of an epistemological re-evaluation of his optical 
experiments the idea of how Goethe might have methodologically defended his con-
victions on optics today becomes attractive, particularly considering modern optical 
apparatus (Müller 2002, Ribe & Steinle 2002). How would Goethe have experimented 
today? In the run-up to the 200-year celebrations of the Theory of Colour taking place 
in 2010 we would like to demonstrate a really surprising answer (Grebe-Ellis 2010). 
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How would Goethe have experimented today? – Beyond the theo-
retical and historical debate over the case of Goethe versus New-
ton we shall present surprising experimental results. These arise 
when one asks as to the presentability of the epistemological and 
experimental ideas of Goethe with the means of modern optics. We 
show under which optical conditions complementary-colour spec-
tra may simultaneously be realized and, using this assumption, how 
an inverted form of Newton’s Experimentum Crucis becomes pos-
sible. 
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The generation of the stake-spectrum, complementary to Newton‘s slit-spectrum consti-
tuted the experimental background for Goethe’s thesis, that it must in principle be pos-
sible to exchange light and darkness in a symmetric manner and, in this way, to formal-
ly invert Newton’s Theory of Light (Fig. 1 und 2). As far as the spectra are concerned it 
was this idea which led him to the conviction that a general theory of dispersion would 
cover the complementarity of the spectra rather than being confined to the qualities of 
a sub-class of spectral phenomena (Bjerke 1961, Nussbaumer 2008). The epistemologi-
cal significance of this thesis has been re-evaluated and come out in Goethe’s favour 
over the past years. In this connection the question has been set, as to what extent a 
generalization of Newton’s experiments are conceptually or practically feasible from 
Goethe’s perspective. The experimental challenges formulated in this spirit climax in 
the question as to whether it is possible to invert Newton’s Experimentum Crucis, with 
which the proof for the decomposition of light (into its constituent colours) was done 
(Fig. 3).  

The Norwegian physicist Torger Holtsmark published the first theoretical conception 
for the Inversion of the Experimentum Crucis (Holtsmark 1970). A co-worker of Holts-
mark, the Swedish physicist Pehr Sällström, then successfully experimentally realized 
Holtsmark‘s ideas (Sällström 2010). Against this backdrop Matthias Rang developed an 
experiment which carried the ideas a decisive step forwards with respect to the optical 
imaging. In 2009 it thus became possible to realize simultaneously Newton’s Experi-
mentum Crucis and the relevant inversion of the same in the spirit of Goethe for the 
first time in the history of the Goethes Theory of Colour (Rang 2009). In this way one 
can not only experimentally show that Newton’s well-known homogeneity-proof  for 
the colours of the slit-spectrum can also be done for the colours of the inverted stake-
spectrum. In addition the experiment shows that both proofs are formally identical and, 
strictly speaking, determine each other (Rang & Müller 2009).  
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Fig. 1: Slit and stake spectra of an halogen bulb. The geometrical qualities of the spectra 
are identical – their simultaneous generation was done using the same optical compo-
nent. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

The Experiment – Multiple application of a mirror-slit 
 

It was shown for the first time in 2001 how a slit- and stake-spectrum could be simulta-
neously generated using a variable mirror-slit. Each is a partial phenomenon interact-
ing with the whole in the optical setup (Rang & Grebe-Ellis 2009). This optical solution 
of the mechanical problem of manufacturing a stake-slit of variable width may be con-
sidered a breakthrough in research on complementary spectra, in particular, when one 
considers that the complications on realizing infinitesimally small stake-widths seemed 
insuperable, leading to a neglect of research into the inverse spectrum, in particular, 
since the investigations of the psychologist und physicist August Kirschmann in the 
years 1917-1924 (Kirschmann 1926). 

The multiple application of the mirror slit allows a simultaneous realization of New-
ton‘s Experimentum Crucis and the inverted polar setup in the sense of Goethe: In the 
first stage the Newtonian and Goethean spectra are produced. In the second stage the 
respective complementary regions are simultaneously isolated from these spectra and 
subject to a further dispersion. In this way a matrix with four optical designs emerges 
which shows multiple symmetry properties. They represent the totality of the realizable 
cases as far as optical imagery of Newton’s Experimentum Crucis is concerned (Rang 
2009). 

 

Information 

The Workshop will be bilingual in English and German. 

Further Information, dates and publications can be found on the web un-
der: http://www.experimentum-lucis.de 

 

 

Fig. 2: Slit and stake spectra of an Hg-Lamp. Each line of the slit spectrum corresponds 
to a comlementary coloured line in the stake spectrum. The geometrical qualities of the 
spectra are identical – their simultaneous generation was done using the same optical 
component. 
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Exhibition 

Exhibition and Experimental Lab 

Opening event: 4th September 2010, 19:00h , Closing event: 25th September 20:00h 
 
Please take note of the artistic interpretation of the theme in the exhibition of Viennese 
artist Ingo Nussbaumer: 

„See what happens by cutting out“  
Working Shade. Formed Light. A Serial Color Project. 

Opening event: 08. September 2010, Closing event: 10. Oktober 2010, Invalidenstr. 42 
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Fig. 3: Newton’s Experimentum Crucis. Right: reproduction from the 1704 original. Left: 
the black-white inversion of the image corresponding to the real experimental setup:  
Splitting of white light in a carefully darkened space (Newton). The corresponding origi-
nal image may be interpreted as the splitting up of a “shadow-ray“ in a bright environ-
ment (Goethe). (Sällström 2010) 


